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Unlike the Bobbie Brown books, Christopher Hopkins' book, . Unique simple technique for
applying natural look makeup Effectively written and informative book. Probably I missed it but
the only point I didn't find was how to chose eye shadow colours. Unlike the Bobbie Brown
books, Christopher Hopkins' book, and the Makeup Wakeup, this book gives clear and concrete
instructions on how best to apply make-up: specific techniques that, with the help of the free
accompanying YouTube videos, it is possible to apply. Great Techniques Amazing. The best
makeup application book ever The best makeup application book ever!!! Everything is normally
explained, and if you do the methods used you really do notice a notable difference and get
yourself a professional look, although some techniques required some practice for me
personally I see such an enormous difference and feel comfortable doing anyone up. Perhaps
this will require a whole new book. Although I've hundreds of great make-up artistry publication,
and feel like most of them have taught me a lot , Personally i think this publication has made the
largest impact on makeup I do for others, it is the book I am selecting to instruct my
granddaughter from. Amazing read. Fantastic Book! I have already been studying make-up for 40
years and there were a lot of new things We learned in this reserve. Great read Desire I had
known this concept eons ago. Makeup book with a whole lot of insider info This an incredible
makeup book. The techniques are sound and easy to follow. I have to have 50-100 make-up
books which is my favorite-yes, even better than Kevin Aucoin! I obtained a different level of
knowledge.) There are little tips and tricks I have by no means read in another publication (how
to properly apply color corrector, how to "Bambi" the vision for instance) The only down side is
that there are typos and spacing issues. Still worthwhile though... The complementary video clips
are awesome! Five Stars I Absolutely Like this Book!. This book is worth every penny and then
some!. Like his different approach..which I'll buy immediately! Different approach to Makeup I
liked the new and refreshing take on Make-up applicationWas easy to follow and it made feeling.
His explanations are obvious, to the stage and very usable for the standard woman. Also help are
the links to tutorial videos! Easy to follow Since I first discovered Chris Scott's MakeupGourmet
video tutorials I've bern a fan.The Results were awesome Very helpful This book is filled up with
plenty of detail and full color pictures, making it a breeze to follow along. I've yet to apply his
new technique, but reading the reserve it made a lot of sense. I learned a whole lot!! Thank you
Four Stars Good read! Highly recommend! Fantastic step-by-step instructions that gives me the
true techniques of the trade. One Star Sent back. If you are serious about doing make-up for
others professionally, this is a must for your reserve library, you will REALLY understand the lines
of the eye and the face, which like I stated can truly make an incredible difference. He does not
enter specifics for particular problems beyond skin tone, but the basic technique and method for
mapping the encounter apply to all faces, whatever age group or form. Easy to check out
techniques. (Kevin's reserve are lush, but not an excessive amount of insider info.
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